FEG4916F

Engage

Front-facing Built-in Gas Fireplace
Faber helps you create the atmosphere and look you desire for your unique space. Our built-in
Engage models offer complete installation flexibility with four options to choose from let the room
work the fireplace. Once installed, you have control over five burners; you can operate the gas
flame height and width with the click of a button. The Engage is a bold and beautiful gas fireplace
that creates a realistic wood-burning fire experience without the mess and hassle.

FEG4916F

Front-facing Built-in Gas Fireplace
Media Options
There are three media bed options to choose from: a log set
that provides an authentic fireplace look; Carrara Stones;
and minimalist grey split stones that let the focus be on
the flames.
Adjustable Flame
Adjust the Flat Burner® flame height or even turn the outsides
of the burner off to conserve gas consumption all while the
center of the fire stays tall.
Faber Flat Burner®
Flame height is adjustable as well as outsides of burner shuts
off, reduced gas consumption.
Rear Wall Steel
Provides a solid dark interior finish.
Invisimesh
A protective layer of Invisimesh surrounds the glass barrier of
the fireplace and provides a warm touchable surface safe for
children and pets.
Remote Control
Uses radio frequency to control all fireplace features from the
comfort of your chair.

28,000 - 42,500 BTU

Controls
Easily access the controls through the front trim after removing the safety
screen and bottom trim, no need for an access door.

Three media options to choose from
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Media Accessories

Carrara Stones

Model #

Description

UPC

FEG-CB

Decorative Glass (now included)

781052 140943

FEG-WP

Carrara Stones

781052 139107

FEG-GS

Grey Split Stone

781052 139114

FEG-LS

Log Set

781052 140967

Model #

Description

FEG4916F

Front-facing built-in
gas fireplace, with
decorative glass

BTU

28,000 42,500

UPC

Wty.†

781052 138728 5 yr.

Product Dimensions

Viewing Area

A (Width)

49-15/16"
(126.3 cm)

Packaging Dimensions

D (Width)

15-11/16"
(39.8 cm)

Width

TBD

B (Height)

33-13/16"
(85.9 cm)

E (Height)

49-11/16"
(126.3 cm)

Height

TBD

C (Depth)

21-7/8"
(55.5 cm)

F (Depth)

NA

Depth

TBD

Weight
Lbs

TBD

Kg

TBD

Specifications, finishes and dimensions are subject to change. †Lifetime Limited warranty.
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